The Best of Both Worlds.
When baiting for rodents, it’s important to use the best products available. This includes using bait
with superior palatability and weatherability, and the ideal station designed to attract rodents inside.
Weatherblok® XT is formulated to exceed the competition in both weatherability
and palatability. The food-quality grain base gives it superior
palatability, while not compromising its resilience in all
types of weather. Recent tests have shown that Weatherblok XT
is greatly preferred by rodents over other block baits, sometimes
as much as 2 to 1.

LOW DOSE, EFFECTIVE CONTROL
The active ingredient brodifacoum, a single-feed anticoagulant,
allows Weatherblok XT to attain rodent control in extremely
low doses. A rat need only eat 6 percent of the block to achieve
control, and for mice it’s a mere 1 percent. Brodifacoum even
has the efficacy to be labeled for use against warfarinresistant mice and rats, making it the only anticoagulant of
its kind.
Weatherblok XT’s unique shape features many gnawing edges,
enticing rodents to consume a lethal dose. Weatherblok’s
shape also maximizes quantity of placement and allows for
high-density baiting. On a bait station rod, you can place up
to 100 percent more Weatherbloks than competitive blocks.
As its name suggests, Weatherblok XT is known for its
outstanding resistance to the elements. Weatherblok XT
survives moisture better than other rodenticide block

products. It maintains its shape and color, even after being
immersed in water for 24 hours or longer. In similar tests,
competitive products break apart or stain their
surroundings with water-soluble dyes.
This superior formulation was one
of the first rodenticides to pass
the EPA’s weatherability
test and is also labeled
for use in drains
and sewers.

MULTIPLEX™ STATION - SUPERIOR DESIGN FOR ULTIMATE CONTROL
The Multiplex Station is designed to keep Weatherblok and
other rodent baits as fresh as possible. Unlike other designs,
the Multiplex has no raised lip impeding the entrance. This
prevents standing water that can mold bait and diminish
palatability. The absence of an entrance lip also makes the
Multiplex more inviting to even the wariest rodents. The
color and double-walled construction of the Multiplex make
it the coolest station of its type in direct sunlight, so there is
less chance of melted bait.
The Multiplex Station is built to hold up to a pound of
Weatherblok for high-density baiting – the perfect combination
for severe infestations. Despite having the largest bait capacity
available, the Multiplex Station’s design offers ample interior
space, while competitors’ stations hold less bait and are
less welcoming.
The Multiplex Station has the lowest profile to aid in placement,
and testing has shown that it is easier to service than
comparable bait stations. A special 2-pronged key pushes
into the latch in a single movement, and the latch pops up for
ease in opening. The replaceable lid stays up without holding
to allow 2-handed servicing of the interior. Square angles
within the Multiplex simplify servicing, and bait trays are

removable for cleaning. Time trials
indicate that out of five top
competitive stations, technicians
were able to service the Multiplex
quickest, in some cases completing
the process in about half the time
of others.
The Multiplex Station is also
designed for pest control
flexibility. If the problem
is primarily mice, a ratexcluder door can be
installed to keep rats
out of mouse bait and
mousetraps on one side
of the station, or used
to keep larger rodents
like squirrels out of the
station entirely. Many insects
that may feed on rodent bait can
be controlled in separate areas of the station, in which
liquid ant bait, roach bait, fly lures or even glue traps can
be installed.

SAFETY
Both products are also designed to reduce hazards to your
customers. Weatherblok contains Bitrex®, a human taste
deterrent, and uses the readily available antidote vitamin K1
for the treatment of accidental ingestion. The Multiplex
Station is constructed of a durable, tamper-resistant polyplastic with a reinforced and robust tab on which a zip tie can
be used for additional resistance to disturbance. The improved
lid creates a positive lock, further increasing resistance to
non-target entry.

Multiplex Station Features:
• Ability to hold up to 16 oz of Weatherblok XT
• Design that keeps bait cool and dry
• Strong, double-wall construction for durability
• Greater flexibility – monitor and control multiple
pests simultaneously
• Tamper-resistant design to prevent contamination
and accidental exposure
• Unique lid and catch that cut down on servicing time

Weatherblok XT Features:
• Low-dose, single-feed anticoagulant
• Effective on warfarin-resistant rats and mice
• Use in and around both urban and rural structures
• Optimal blend of weatherability and palatability
• Extruded profile with gnawing edges
• Bitrex® human taste deterrent

As a pair, Weatherblok XT and the Multiplex Station continually
outperform the competition. Weatherblok XT is a highly
palatable and effective rodenticide. The Multiplex Station
keeps Weatherblok XT fresher and working longer than other
bait stations, so there’s less wasted bait and fewer callbacks.

For more information contact your local Syngenta sales representative, call 1-866-SYNGENTA or visit www.securechoice.us.
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